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ABSTRACT
The Raymond Widel barite prospect is two miles north
east of Blackwater Town, in parts of Sections 23, 24, 25,
and 26, T49N, R19W, Cooper County, Missouri.

Reported in

the area since the 1850's barite-galena deposits have
been sporadically mined.
The Burlington-Keokuk and Warsaw formations of
Mississippian age are exposed.

The former is composed

of coarse-grained limestone with abundant fossils, and the
latter is a fossiliferous cherty limestone.
a thickness of over 200 feet.

These reach

Local structures are not

significant, but regional fold and fault structures are
present outside the area.
Exploration drilling consisted of 31 drill holes
ranging from 10 to 80 feet in depth.

Soil depths from

0 to 10 feet, residuum from 4 to 20 feet and the top of
the bedrock from 10 to 25 feet from the surface were
recorded.
Soils were collected and later geochemically
analyzed for copper, lead, zinc and barium content by:
(1) atomic absorption spectrophotometric method for Cu,
Pb, and Zn, and by (2) x-ray fluorescence for the Ba
content.

Copper, lead and zinc anomalies do not entirely

coincide in space but show a marked preference for the
southern part.

Two barium anomalies occur in the central

and south-central parts.
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Barite occurs as:

(1) residual deposits,

replacement, and (3) open-space filling.
comprises the largest group.

(2) bedded

Residual barite

Bedded replacement barite

occurs in Burlington-Keokuk limestone.
Barite, galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, limonite,
calcite, and chert are the minerals.

The paragenetic

sequence indicate galena deposited first, followed by
pyrite and/or chalcopyrite, and later barite.
was not observed.

Sphalerite

Limonite is an oxidation product.
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA
The area investigated in this thesis is known as the

Raymond Widel property.

It is located in parts of the NE^J

Sec. 26, NW^ Sec. 25, SE?4 Sec. 23, and SW% Sec. 24, T 49 N,
R 19 W, Cooper County, Missouri.
The area is situated in the extreme northwestern
portion of Cooper County (Figure 1) and includes about
one square mile (1.6Km2).

The specific location is 2

miles (3.2 Km) northeast of Blackwater town near the
northwestern corner of the intersection of Highway 41
North and K roads.

‘

“

The relief in the study area is low, varying in
elevation from 620 to 740 feet above sea level.

Physio-

graphically the area presents gentle rolling topography.
Most of the surface is devoted to farming activity.
Three principal, but small, streams cross the northern
and central part of the area with a confluence in the
southwestern part of the property.

The main stream

finally trends southward to intersect the Blackwater
River.

Two of the stream valleys on the property

contain concentrations of barite forming alluvial and
residual deposits of economic importance.
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Figure 1.

Location of the Blackwater Prospect with
Central Mineral District of Missouri
Encircled.
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B.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY
The purpose of this study was to;

(1) carry out a

detailed geologic investigation of about one square mile
of soil, alluvium, and bedrock exposures which carry
residual and in situ barite and sulfide mineralization;
(2) to identify the types of mineralization, distribution
and concentration in the soil, alluvium and bedrock;
(3) geochemically survey the soil and residuum areas and
outline anomalous zones as possible mineral bearing areas;
(4) examine in the laboratory the possible relations and
associations of barite with other ore and gangue minerals;
(5) suggest the origin and classification of the minerali
zation in the area.
The field research involved surface and underground
apping, soil sampling, and examination of physical explo
ration results as related to mineralization as observed on
the surface, in trenches, adits and drill hole cuttings.
A geologic map of the area at a scale of 1"=200'
(approx. 1/2410) was completed.

This map shows the

distribution of soil areas, rock outcrops, alluvium,
barite occurrences, and location of the earlier mine
workings.
A geochemical survey of the soil, residual and
alluvial areas was carried out in the area, lead, zinc
and copper were used as pathfinder elements.

Anomalous

are s were sampled in detail and later analyzed for their
barium content.
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A major contribution of this research is the under
standing of the geology of the mine area and an affirmation
of the potential economic value of barite deposits in the
area.
C.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Barite and lead occurrences in the area have been

sporadically reported on since the middle eighteen hundreds.
These early reports indicate that galena was the only
mineral of economic importance in this area.

The original

worked area was known as Scott’s Lead Mine (Swallow, 1855,
p. 199) or the Old Scott Diggings (Winslow, 1894, p. 720).
Swallow (1855) reported that Scott's Lead Mine was
the only valuable locality of lead occurrences in Cooper
County.

He observed that lead occurred in the Archimedes

Limestone and in the Encrinital Limestone and also
abundant heavy spar or tiff occurred in the limestone;
A shaft of twenty-six feet (7.9 m) depth and a drift,
at the base of the shaft, of twenty feet (6.1 m) was
reported in the NE^ Sec. 26, T 49 N, R 19 W in his report.
He also reported that about 6,000 pounds of galena were
mined from this zone.
In 1874 Schmidt stated that new shafts of 25 to 40
feet (7.6 to 12.2 m) depth had been sunk in the area.
Barite was observed between and across the limestone
strata.

He also stated that this locality was first

worked in about the 1840's and later worked a second
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time in 1871 by Drills and Company.
The deposit, under the name of the Old Scott Diggings,
was described by Winslow in 1894.

He states that the ore,

consisting of galena associated with barite, occurs in
Burlington limestone.

Winslow indicates that a large

amount of barite was discovered in these and a mill was
erected for recovering it.
Muilenburg, G. A. (1937), in brief notes, reported
that new diggings had been developed in the area a few
years before, and also several old lead mine shafts were
re-opened.

Barite and considerable amounts of galena

were recovered from these operations.
Recently, P. D. Proctor (1975) conducted a brief
study of the barite area owned by Louis McCauley and
Raymond Widel.
report.

He summarized his observations in a brief

He reported on:

(1) occurrence and distribution

of barite on the property, and (2) the potential tonnages
of barite which could warrant a reserve of barite for a
small mining-milling operation.

Finally, he recommended

an exploration program be developed in the area to confirm
or deny occurrences and potential tonnages and grade of
barite on the property.
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II.
A.

REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING

INTRODUCTION
The research area is in the northwestern portion of

the Central Missouri District.

The surface rocks over a

large area of the region are of Mississippian age.

Those

age rocks cover approximately 80 percent of the total area
of Cooper County, and about one-fourth of Missouri's
surface area (Spreng, 1961).

These are well shown on

the Geologic Map of Missouri (McCracken, 1961).
Mississippian formations reach a thickness of over
200 feet (61 m) in the northerly part of the Central
Missouri District (Mather, 1947).

In six water holes

logged by the Missouri Geological Survey, located close
to the thesis area, the thickness of these formations
range from 200 to 250 feet (61 to 76.2 m ) . Original
sedimentary structures, fossil content and crystalline
texture of the limestone have been preserved in the
Missouri Central District (Brobst, 1958) .

Some secondary

structures have been imposed upon the layered rock units.
B.

STRATIGRAPHY
Formations recognized in the Blackwater area, Cooper

County are indicated in Table I.

These formations are

reported in logs of water well drill holes logged by the
Missouri Geological Survey and Water Resources.

The upper

formations, Burlington-Keokuk and Warsaw, are exposed in
the thesis area.
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Table I.

Principal Stratigraphic Units in the Blackwater
Area, Cooper County, Missouri.

System

Quaternary

Missis
sippian

Devonian

Ordovician

Series

Formation

Pleisto
cene

Predominant
Rock

Thickness
feet (m)

Residuum and
soil

0-30 (0-9)

Meramecian

Warsaw
Fm.

Gray, dense
to coarse
crystalline
limestone +
chert

0-30 (0-9)

Osagean

Burling
ton-Keo
kuk Fm.

White, coarse
grained lime
stone

100-200
(31-61)

Kinderhookian

Chouteau
Grup

Limestone,
dolomitic
limestone
and sandstone

50-100
(15-31)

;Middle

Callaway
Fm.

Limestone and
dolomite

20-35
(6-11)

ChamSt. Peter Sandstone
plainlain S .s .

40 (12)
or more

Canadian

40 (12)
approx.

Cotter
Dolomite

Dolomite

The oldest rock unit identified in the area is the
Cotter Formation of Ordovician age.

This formation, no

more than 40 feet (12 m) thick, underlies Devonian sedi
ments in the area and is present in a water well in Sec.
30, T 49 N, R 18 W.
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Another Ordovician formation reported in the area is
the St. Peter Sandstone.

The thickness of this unit is

more than 40 feet (12 m) , with sandstone still in the
cuttings at the bottom of a well in Sec. 27, T 49 N, R 19 W.
The St. Peter Formation is composed almost entirely of
sandstone with minor dolomite and chert.
Devonian sediments are described for the region.
These are composed of interbedded limestone, dolomite
and lesser sandstone.

The rocks reach a thickness of 35

feet (11 m).
Mississippian formations are widespread in the region.
They are represented by parts of three series, the Kinderhookian (Chouteau group), the Osagean (Burlington-Keokuk)
and the Meramecian (Warsaw Formation).
The base of the Mississippian System in the area is
marked by the Chouteau Group.

This is composed of fine

grained limestone with considerable amount of brownish
shale and white chert.

The upper portion of the group

has been defined as the Sedalia Formation and consists of
dolomitic limestone with fine greenish sandstone.

The

group reaches a maximum thickness of about 100 feet (31 m ) .
The Burlington-Keokuk Formation overlies the Chouteau
Group and is composed of coarse-grained limestone with
great masses of fossils.

The combined formation has a

thickness of 100 to 200 feet (31-61 m ) .
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The Warsaw Formation is the top most of the Missis
sippian System in this region.
sedimentary rock in the area.
lies the Burlington Limestone.

It forms the youngest
This unit conformably overThe Warsaw Formation

consists of fossiliferous cherty limestone.

Its maximum

thickness is about 30 feet (9m) in this general area.
Residuum and soil cap most of the bedrock in the
area.

The thickness of these deposits range from 3 to 30

feet (1-9 m).
C.

STRUCTURE
Secondary structural features in the Central Missouri

district are of minor significance.

Beds in the district

dip gently and generally northwestward.

Imposed upon this

regional trend are broad and open northwestward trending
anticlines and synclines.

The largest anticline of the

district is the Proctor Anticline of northwest trend.
Many mineral deposits lie along the crest and northeast
flank of this anticline and other minor anticlines.
Regional faults have not been reported in the area, though
Mather (1947, p. 3) reports that vertical and steeply
dipping faults do occur in the general district.
The Blackwater area is in the northwestern part of
the Central Missouri district and is southwest of the
Saline County Arch (Figure 2).
a northeast-southwest trend.

This structure, too, has
The arch is composed of

several anticlines, synclines and faults.

These
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individual structures are considered among the major
structural features of Missouri (McCracken, 1971).
Locally, Blackwater and the prospect barite area
are almost in the middle and southeastern ends of two
anticlines of the Saline County Arch.
are known as:

These structures

Cow Creek Anticline, 5 miles (8 km) to the

northeast, and Blue Lick Anticline, 7 miles (11 km) south
west of the mine.

Also, the area is about 14 miles (22 km)

southwest of the Salt Fork fault which is between the two
anticlines cited.

The fault has the same northwest-south

east trend.
Minor regional structures have not been reported
through this area.
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Figure 2.

Structural Setting of Blackwater Area,
Cooper County, Missouri
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III.
A.

LOCAL GEOLOGY

STRATIGRAPHY
Sedimentary rocks of Mississippian age crop out in

the Widel property area.

The oldest rock is represented

by the Burlington-Keokuk Formation of the Osagean series.
The Meramecian series is represented by the Warsaw Forma
tion, which is the overlying and younger rock.

Residuum

caps the sequence and covers most of the bedrock.

Finally,

good farm soil is present over much of the area.
The Burlington and the Keokuk Formations are litho
logically very similar within the area, and the position
of their contact is difficult to determine.

These two

formations are usually treated as a combined unit in
central Missouri area (Spreng, 1961), with their names
joined as the Burlington-Keokuk Formation.
Burlington Limestone outcrops are exposed irregularly
along the bottom or sides of the main stream valleys in
the area.

This limestone unit, described as the "Burlington-

Keokuk Formation," is reported from drill hole logs within
the area.

The deepest drill hole reached 80 feet (24.4 m)

and the Burlington-Keokuk Formation continued below the
bottom.

From this and other drill holes on the property

area (Appendix B) and from six water well holes in the
Blackwater area (Appendix A ) , the Burlington-Keokuk
formation is about 200 feet (61 m) thick.
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The exposed Burlington-Keokuk Formation limestone, the
Encrinital of Swallow (1855), consists of a light gray to
gray limestone.

It is a coarsely crystalline rock composed

of abundant masses of fossils, chiefly crinoid stems
cemented together by calcareous matter.

The lower most

bed is described in the logs of the drill holes as dolomitic limestone which is locally arenaceous.

Cherts are

abundant in the formation and occur as bands and nodules.
In color the formation is white, gray, or blue and dense.
Beds of the fossiliferous limestone range from a fraction
of an inch to more than a foot in thickness.
The Warsaw Formation is composed of fossiliferous
limestone and abundant chert layers, with minor shale
content.
Formation.

This unit conformably overlies the Burlington
The contact between the two formations is

not clear in the area.

It is generally based on the

beginning of chert content in the upper formation.
The Warsaw Formation consists of limestone varying
from a dense gray, as observed on the surface, to light
and dark gray and brown as reported from drill holes.
Chert is an important constituent of the formation.
is light to dark gray and fossiliferous.

It

Commonly, the

unit has a dense to mottled texture and high iron oxide
content.

The formation contains abundant fossils with

Archimedes wortheni, Pentremites conoideous, and other
species commonly reported.

The thickness of the formation
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ranges from 0 to 30 feet (0 to 9 m) within the area.
Residuum ranges from 3 to 20 feet (1 to 6 m) in
thickness.

It consists principally of clay, cherty

fragments, and some barite.

Residual deposits of barite

occur principally along the central stream valley of
the Widel property for about 1000 feet (305 m) above the
intersection of the southern stream valley.
Finally, soil lies over the residuum, and in places
directly on bedrock in the area.
surface of the property.
of high barite content.

It covers most of the

Locally the soil contains zones
The thickness of soil may be as

much as five feet (1.5m) or more.
B.

STRUCTURE
Structural features in the study area are of secondary

significance.

Bedding of the rock, like that of other

formations in the region, is practically flat lying.
However, gentle dips to the northeast and southwest do
occur on topographic noses and hill sides.

These beds

dip mainly toward the valley floor at gentle angles,
usually less than 8 degrees.

These dips may suggest

possible solution activity and creep.
The general attitude of the beds in the mapped area
dips northwest from 4 to 8 degrees.

Beds in the northern

part of the section dip southwest and in the southern part
to the northeast.

An alternative interpretation to these

attitudes is that the origin is tectonic rather than from
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solution and/or creep activity.

If so, this would suggest

an open syncline with an axis in the center of the area.
Faults have not been recognized in the surface mapping.
Drill hole logs suggest small displacements between holes
4 and 15 and 6 and 8.
A few joints occur in the central part of the area.
These have an average strike direction of N 25 W and a
vertical dip.
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IV.
A.

PHYSICAL EXPLORATION

EARLY EXPLORATION WORK
Early exploration of small scale was undertaken for

mineral deposits in the area.

This was reported as far

back as the middle eighteen hundreds.

This earlier

exploration and development was mainly by underground
mine workings.

Galena, at that time, was the only

mineral of economic value.
The earliest development work in the area, according
to Swallow (1855) and Schmidt (1874), was in the 1840's
in the NE^ Sec. 26, T 49 N, R 19 W, and were known as
Scott's Lead Mine.
operations:

This work consisted of two principal

(1) a surface shaft about 26 feet ( 8 m) deep,

and (2) a drift about 20 feet long (6 m) at the base of
the shaft.

The latter was extended about 30 feet (9 m)

more in a northeasterly direction.

This followed a lode

of lead.
The area was worked a second time in 1871 (Schmidt,
1874) by J. A. Shedd and others.

New shafts of 25 to 40

feet (7.6 to 12.2 m) depth were completed in the NE% Sec.
26, T 4 9 N ,

R 19 W in the same general area as that

reported by Swallow (1855, p. 199).
Winslow (1894) reported a little more development and
mining in the area.

He noted that a mill had been erected

to recover barite a few years prior to his report.
is the first reported mining for barite in the area.

This
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Earlier work than 1890 was concerned with lead, even though
significant amounts of barite had been reported in the ore
zones.
The last known mining activity on the property was
from 1935 until 1938, reported by G. A. Muilenburg (1937)
and personal communication of Mr. John Whitlow, a former
employee on the property.

They describe a "digging" of

about 200 feet (61 m) was opened in the SW% Sec. 24,
T 49 N, R 19 W.

Production of barite and some lead was

mainly from this development and from reopened old shaft
and drifts.
In 1972 Raymond Widel owned the property.

In 1974

Raymond Widel and Louis McCauley, in partnership, initiated
exploration for barite on the property.

During the Spring

of 1975 several dozer trenches were opened.

Finally, in

May and June 1975, a drilling exploration program was
undertaken in the area.
B.

RECENT DRILLING RESULTS
The exploration drilling program was carried out in

the area from May 23, 1975 to June 5, 1975, and effected
by Bean Land-Drilling Company under Louis McCauley's
supervision.
This program consisted of 31 drill holes numbered
from 1 to 31 (See Appendix B ) .
in two main zones:

The holes were located

The first group of 23 drill holes was

located at the intersection of Sections 23, 24, 25 and 26,
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T 49 N, R 19 W.

Twenty of these drill holes were in the

NW% Section 24, T 49 N, R 19 W, about 500 feet (152.4 m)
northeast of the first group.

The first group explored an

area of approximately 160,000 square feet (14,864 m 2) and
the second group about 75,000 square feet (6,968 m 2) .
Individual holes ranged from 10 feet (3m) to 80 feet
(24.4 m) in depth.

Individual depths and results are

summarized in Appendix B.
bedrock.

Most of the drill holes reached

Three of them, numbers 2, 30, and 31 remained in

the residuum.
Drill hole results show that the soil has a depth
about 0 to 10 feet (0 to 3m), residuum ranges from 4 to
20 feet (1.2 to 6 m) and top of the bedrock is from 10 to
25 feet (3 to 7.6 m) from the surface.
Rotary drilling was used in the exploration program.
Sample cuts were collected each 5 feet of depth.

These

were logged and later assayed through assistance of the
Missouri Geological Survey.

A report on this work is

summarized in Appendix B.
The drill holes with barite and some sulphide content
have been grouped in the area.

The barite occurrence in

residuum and bedrock is shown in Figure 3.

It occurs

along an east-west trend of 320 feet (98 m) and is about
40 feet (12 m) wide.
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Figure 3.

Barite Patterns for Drill Areaf R. Widel Property,
Secs. 24 and 25, T49N,
County, Missouri

R19W

Blackwater, Cooper
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Figure 3
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V.
A.

GEOCHEMICAL SOIL SAMPLING

SAMPLING
Geochemical sampling was conducted in the area in

order to delimit zones of possible barite or sulfide
mineralization.

Soils, which cover most of the surface

area, were used as the sample medium for the geochemical
study.

These were sampled and later analyzed for copper,

lead, zinc and barium content.
Approximately 300 grams of soil was collected at
each sample site from the B horizon of the soil profile.
This horizon normally occurred at a depth of 1 to 4 feet
from the surface.
sampling.

The soil was dry at the time of the

Eighty nine samples were collected in an area

of about one square mile.
A preliminary reconnaissance geochemical survey was
carried out for the entire area of study.

For this soil

samples were taken at the intersections of a reticulate
sampling grid.

Distance between samples was 1000 feet

(305 m) in east-west and north-south directions.

Twenty

six samples were collected over an area of about one
square mile.

These were labeled and location of each one

shown on the map of the area (Figures 4, 5 and 6).

Each

of the samples was later analyzed by atomic absorption
technique in the laboratory for copper, lead and zinc.
Detailed soil sampling was effected to explore the
anomalous areas shown by the reconnaissance sampling.
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Sixty three soil samples were collected.

These were later

analyzed for their barium content by x-ray fluorescence.
These samples were collected every 250 feet (76 m) along
east-west traverses with a 500 foot (152 m) interval in
the north-south direction.

The detail samples cover an

area of about 0.25 square miles.

Location of the samples

is shown in Figure 7.
B.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY
1.

Analytical Techniques:

Different analytical

techniques were used to analyze the soil samples.

Using

the Perkin-Elmer, Model 503, atomic absorption spectro
photometer, acid leach solutions were analyzed.

The

second major method utilized x-ray fluorescence for barium
content.
An acid leach method was utilized to analyze the
samples for copper, lead and zinc.

Soil samples were

first sieved in the laboratory in stainless steel sieves
to a minus 80 mesh size.

One gram of the sieved fraction

was placed in a pyrex beaker.

Distilled water and 20

milliliters of nitric acid were added.

This mixture was

then heated to boiling and maintained for one hour.

The

solution was allowed to cool and was then filtered.

The

filtrate was raised to a volume of 100 milliliters by
adding double distilled water.

This final solution was

analyzed for copper, lead and zinc using the Model 503
atomic absorption spectrophotometer.
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A brief description of the x-ray fluorescence tech
nique for barium content follows.

Sample preparation was

effected using KUDL-PAK equipment to make pellets.
samples were sieved to a minus 80 mesh size.

Soil

A representa

tive amount of the sieved soil sample was placed inside
two cylindrical rings of the KUDL-PAK set.

Hand pressure

was effected with a core bar and the inside ring taken out.
About 20 grams of boric acid was added and the total mass
compacted with mechanical pressure.

The final size of the

pellets was 1 5/8" (4.1 cm) diameter and about 1/2 " (1.3 cm)
thick.

These samples were analyzed by means of x-ray

fluorescence using external standards for barium deter
mination.
Data obtained from the geochemical analyses are
summarized in Tables II and III.
For purposes of analyses of geochemical data, means
and standard deviations from the means were calculated for
copper, lead, zinc and barium.

A threshold value for each

of these elements was also determined.

The latter is the

value above which all values are considered to be anomalous.
They are based on one standard deviation from the mean.
Figures 9-A, 9-B, and 9-C show the results for the path
finder elements copper, lead, and zinc.
2.

Results:

The distribution of copper content in

the area is shown in Figure 4.
recognized.

Three anomalous areas are

The largest one lies slightly east of the
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central part of the studied area and is based on samples
12, 16 and 23.

The anomalous zone extends northeastward

and southeastward.

Two other areas of anomalous copper

occur in the western part of the area.

These are defined

mainly by samples 7 and 19, respectively.
Three anomalous areas are noted for lead content
(Figure 5).

These occur:

(1) in the northeastern part

identified with sample 5, (2) in the southern part one is
identified with sample 22, and (3) a third anomalous area,
and of the highest content, is in the southwestern part
with samples 19 and 25.
Zinc distribution for the sampled zone is shown in
Figure 6.

One anomalous area is in the southern part and

has a westward trend.

The anomalous area is based on

samples 21, 25 and 26.
Two anomalous areas are recognized for barium content
(Figure 7).

These areas are in the central and south-

central parts of the mapped area.

The high barium content

in the central area is identified by samples 49, 57, 58,
59 and 65 and lies close to the section line intersections
of Sections 23, 24, 25 and 26.
north and east.

The anomalous area trends

A south-central anomalous area is identi

fied by samples 63, 70, 71, 72, and 78.
shaped zone of northeast trend.
stream valley direction.

This is an oval

It parallels the recent
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Distribution of the total heavy metal content of
copper, lead and zinc is shown in Figure 8.
high value areas are present.

Four separate

The first is a well defined

area which covers about one half of the

southern zone and

is defined by samples 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 25 and 26.

Two

other high content areas are in the western part of the
studied area and are based on samples 7 and 19.

The fourth

anomalous area is in the north central to northeastern
part and is identified with samples 4, 5 and 11.
Possible sources of anomalous metal values in the
area are probably related to the following:
1.

Soil material contains metal-barium minerals and

has been dispersed over parts of the area by farming
activity, such as plowing, harrowing, planting and har
vesting.
2.

Upward and lateral dispersion of the more mobile

elements by capillarity in the finer soils, then dispersion
by (1) above.
3.

Contamination of parts of the prospect area by

open trenches, adits and shafts during the early mining
activity and even by recent trench exploration.
4.

Contamination along roads from wagon transportation

of mined minerals during old mining activity.
5.

In situ accumulation of metal content from

weathering of original mineral material in place and
some dispersion from the modes noted in 1-4 above.
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In summary, the results of the geochemical survey in
the area indicate the following:
1.

Anomalous areas of barium values relate to barite

content visible in the soils earlier noted in the surface
mapping.

This suggests other possible areas containing

high barium content should be of exploration interest in
the area.
2.

Higher metal content areas of copper, lead and

zinc do not completely coincide in space.

Yet, they do

show a marked tendency for anomalous development in the
southern portion of the studied area.
important area to be explored.

This suggests an
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Figure 5.

Geochemical Map, Distribution of Lead (ppm) in Soil
Samples Raymond Widel Property, Parts of Sections 23,
24, 25, 26, T49N, R19W, Blackwater, Cooper County,
Missouri.
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Geochemical Sample Analyses in PPM

,Cu,

Pb, Zn

Copper

Lead

Zinc

TOTAL
Heavy Metals

1

12

14

33

59

2

14

24

39

77

3

15

18

55

88

4

18

24

71

113

5

18

32

64

114

6

16

25

45

85

7

25

21

74

120

8

13

11

49

73

9

17

26

60

103

10

19

20

50

89

11

22

26

65

113

12

14

22

44

80

13

18

23

59

100

14

10

23

36

69

15

19

25

69

113

16

25

27

74

126

17

14

21

51

86

18

18

23

51

92

19

25

30

65

120

20

11

26

63

100

21

11

28

87

126

22

21

30

70

121

22

29

66

117
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Table II. continued
Copper

Lead

Zinc

TOTAL
Heavy Metals

24

20

25

63

108

25

19

36

95

150

26

19

22

94

135

Sample No
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Table III. Geochemical Sample Analyses in PPM, Ba
Sample No

Barium

Sample No

Barium

Sample No

Barium

3

0

43

190

64

390

9

190

44

50

65

730

10

0

45

0

66

460

15

0

46

0

67

520

16

60

47

0

68

320

20

0

48

390

69

520

21

10

49

930

70

1240

22

10

50

190

71

50730

30

0

51

0

72

380

31

0

52

0

73

0

32

0

53

0

74

40

33

0

54

390

75

460

34

0

55

0

76

150

35

0

56

190

77

0

36

250

57

3630

78

1690

37

0

58

520

79

150

38

520

59

1060

80

0

39

520

60

730

81

0

40

590

61

250

82

100

41

0

62

0

83

0

42

0

63

460

84

460
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Table IV. Means, Standard Deviations and Possible
Threshold Values of Heavy Metals for the Area.

X

1 S.D.

2 S.D.

Threshold
with 1 S.D.

Threshold
with 2 S.D

Copper

17.5

4.4

8.7

22

26

Lead

24.3

5.3

10.5

30

35

Zinc

61.2

16.2

32.3

77

93

302.3

551.3

1102.0

850

1400

Barium
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Figure 9.

Content of Copper, Lead and Zinc in Soil Showing
Threshold Values R. Widel Deposit, Blackwater,
Cooper, County, Missouri
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Figure 9
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VI.

BARITE AND LEAD MINERALIZATION

Economic barite deposits occur in two principal areas
in Missouri:

(1) Washington County District and (2) in

the Central Mineral District.
The Central Mineral District, includes a portion of
15 counties.

Here over 250 barite deposits have been

described (Mather, 1947).

Principal mines are in Cole,

Moniteau, Miller and Morgan counties.

Barite in the

Central Mineral District is commonly accompanied by
galena with lesser sph lerite.

Mining activity in this

area began about 1820 for lead (Wharton, 1973) and in
approximately 1870 for barite (Mather, 1947).
The most significant mineralization in the Central
Mining District occurs in the Gasconade, Roubidoux and
Jefferson City Formations of Ordov cian age and in the
Burl'ng on Formation of

he Mississippian System.

Excel

lent quality barite is produced from the district, but
individual ore bodies are usually small.
In the northwestern part of the district barite
occurs in exposed Mississippian rocks.

Examples include

those at Lupus in Moniteau County and in the Blackwater
Area in Cooper County.
Seven different types of barite and lead-zinc deposits
are reported in the Central District

(Wharton, 1973):

(1) fi sure, (2) horizontal brecc'a, (3) circle, (4) solu
tion channel, (5) filled sink, (6) replacement and

(7) residual.

The most important deposits are in the

circle deposit.

These are bell or cone-shaped in vertical

section and approximately circular in plain view.
A.

OCCURRENCE AND DISTRIBUTION
At least three different types of barite occurrences

have been observed in the study area (Proctor, 1975):
1.

Residual deposits associated with clay and chert.

2.

Bedded replacements in Mississippian limestone.

.

Cavity or open-space filling.

In the R. Widel prospect area, barite occurs chiefly
as resistant mineral fragments in residual clay and chert
derived from the weathering of the Mississippian BurlingtonKeokuk Formation of limestone.

The residual barite occurs:

(1) as ball and fragmental barite masses in clay-chert,
and C2) as partly layered/ dlmost Solid masses in clay-chert
residuum.

Thicknes

feet (1 to 9 m) .

of the residuum ranges from 3 to 30

Known workable residual deposits of

barite occur within an area of about five acres (Plate 1).
Bedded to irregular replacement barite masses occur
in the Burlington-Keokuk Limestone.
type of barite occurrence.

Two areas show this

The first is observed within

two adits located just 950 feet (285 m) southwest of the
silo (Plate 1).

Here the barite is as much as two feet

thick and to at least 15 feet in lateral dimension
(Figures 12 and 16).

The latter width is not known because

of extensive fill in the underground workings.

A second
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barite replacement body is exposed at the bottom of a dozer
cut located near Drill Hole 19 (Plate 1).

Here a large,

mechanically overturned limestone block shows replacementtype barite in the rock (Figure 13).
Barite also occurs as a-probable open-space filling
and/or replacement type within the drilled ayea.,

A fairly

large body of barite was cut in drill hole numbers 1, IB,
2B, 6, 7, 8, 11, 14, 17, 26 and 28 (Figure 3).

This

possible bedded and open-space filling by barite is about
320 feet (96 m) long, up to 40 feet (12 m) wide and 30
feet ,(9 m) below the surface.

The deepest barite is 65

feet (19.5 m) cut in drill hole 8.

The drill hole was

still in barite at the bottom.
Several dozer trenches were cut in the central part of
the area where residual barite is exposed at the surface in
the stream valley (Plate 1).

The large dozer cut, termed

trench 1 (Figure 11), exposes barite fragments along the
profile of the opening.

This trench, just west of drill

holes IB and 2B (Plate 1 and Figure 14), cuts four inter
related types of barite (Proctor, 1975):

(1) a massive

high-grade barite at the bottom of the pit where it appears
to lie upon a limestone ledge, (2) barite-bearing residuum
with fragments of barite to three inches or more in size
and with a zone thickness of about three feet, (3) an
alluvial filled channel in which small fragments of barite
are visible, and (4) soil containing very fine grains of
barite.
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Two other pits, cut to the east of Trench 1, expose
some barite fragments in the residuum wall of the cuts.
Downstream from Trench 1 several other dozer cuts
have been opened.

Some of these show good barite content.

A cut in the bottom of the stream valley and 150 feet
(45 m) east

of the silo (Plate 1) exposes two horizons

or more of barite in the soil and residuum (Figure 10).
Particle sizes ranged from microscopic to as much as two
inches (5 cm) in diameter.
Three new trenches have been cut near drill holes 19,
22 and 23 (Plate 1).

The lower two expose minor fragments

of barite up to two inches (5 cm) in size.
trench is the larger and deeper.
of barite fragments.

The uppermost

It shows a high content

A replacement-type barite in lime

stone occurs at the bottom of the cut as earlier described
(Figure 13).
About 1,200 feet (360 m) west-northwest of the above
area, and in another main stream valley, several sample
pits have been cut.

Fragments of barite occur over a

distance of 500 feet (150 m) in the valley fill (Plate 1).
B.

STRATIGRAPHIC CONTROL
Bedrock and residuum are the two main hosts for the

barite deposits and associated sulphide minerals.

Over-

lying soil also contains important amounts of barite.
latter is of less economic value.

The
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Figure 10.

Stream valley, 150' south of silo cut in
soil (light gray) and residuum (dark gray).
Barite horizons (light fragments) shown in
soil, residuum and channel bottom.
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Figure 11.

Residuum horizon in trench west of drill
hole 2B.

Clay, chert and barite, latter

approximately 2 feet thick, exposed in
cut.
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Figure 12.

Partly caved Adit East.

Eighteen inches

barite replacement of Burlington limestone
just inside portal, at least 15 feet long.
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Figure 14.

Geologic and Topographic Map, Drill Area,
R. Widel Property, Secs. 24, 25, T49N, R19W,
Blackwater, Cooper County, Missouri.
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Figure 14
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Figure 15.

Geologic Cross Section, Raymond Widel Property,
Sections 24 and 25, T49N, R19W, Blackwater,
Cooper County, Missouri
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Figure 15
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Figure 16.

Underground Geological Map, East and Northeast
Drifts, R. Widel Property, Sec. 26, T 49 N,
R 19 W, Blackwater, Cooper County, Missouri.
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1.

Bedrock Control. The Burlington-Keokuk Limestone

of Mississippian age is a readily defined rock unit with
effective stratigraphic control on the localization of
barite deposits in this area.

Ore fluids, probably ascend

ing along faults and fractures, filled open-spaces and
locally replaced the flat-lying favorable limestone.
2.

Residuum Control.

Residual accumulat‘ons of

barite are associated with clay and chert.

Rich residual

deposits occur on many hillslopes and as concentrated
layers at the bast of stream valleys where weathering of
open-space filling or replacement deposits has been
effective.

The latter are more residual than alluvial

because they show very little horizontal displacement,
if any, from the original site of deposition.
C.

STRUCTURAL CONTROL
Many of the ore deposits in the Central Mineral

District are, associated with major anticlines, in particular,
the central part of the Proctor anticline.

These dep sits

lie along the-crest of the northwesterly trending fold and
on th^ east flank of the anticline.

Some vertical and

steeply dipping faults parallel the folds.

These are

reported in the district by Mather (1947).

Barite deposits

in this district not only occur along the northwest trend
ing anticlines, but are also present in the available '
faults, circle (sink-hole) structures, collapse structures
and other openings.
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In the Blackwater barite area no major structure has
been observed.

It appears, however, that the barite

prospect lies between two anticlines.

These correspond

to part of the Saline County Arch (Figure 2).

Two

associated folds are named the Cow Creek Anticline and
Blue Lick Anticline.

These are about 5 miles north and

7 miles southwest, respectively, of the thesis area.

The

Salt Fork northwest trending fault is between these two
anticlines and is some 15 miles northwest of the deposit.
These structures are generally spatially related to the
barite deposits of the study area, but may or may not be
genetically related.
Other structures have not been observed in the area,
but may be present as unexposed faults or collapse
structures as suggested by the shape and form of some
of the barite occurrences.
E>.

MINERALOGY AND GENERAL GRADE
Mineralization encountered in these deposits consists

of barite, galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite,
limonite, calcite and chert.
The ore as originally mined consists mainly of barite
with associated minor quantities of galena.

Occurrences

of sphalerite are reported in logs of drill hole numbers
6, 7 and 8 (Appendix B).

Chalcopyrite, pyrite and limonite

are also associated with the barite and galena.

These are
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described in the polished sections study of the ore
minerals (Figures 17, 18 and 19).
Barite, generally called tiff, occurs in a variety
of forms.

These are described by names applied to shape,

form and nature of the barite.

Ball tiff is a dense,

white, opaque, crystalline variety with roughly spherical
masses of barite.

The balls vary in size from small

fragments up to six inches or more in diameter.
and bladed structures are characteristic.

Radiating

Other barite

forms are described as glass tiff, drybone, chalk tiff and
sheep nose tiff.
Polished sections were prepared and studied to identify
and illustrate the minerals, textures and paragenesis of
the minerals.

Samples for the polished section study were

collected from Trench 1 (Figure 14), just west of drill
holes IB and 2B (see Plate 1 and Figure 11).

Barite and

galena occurrences are present in bedrock at the bottom of
the dozer cut.

A series of microscopic enlargements and

ore mineral descriptions follow.
Barite replaces limestone and galena in Figures 17-A
and 17-B.

Pyrite grains are included in both limestone

and barite (Figure 17-C).

Galena and limestone are partly

replaced by barite (Figures 18-A and 18-B).

Barite veins

limestone (Figure 18-C and 19-A). An inclusion of
chalcopyrite within limestone of granular texture is
observed in Figures 19-B and 19-C.
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From the various sections studied, the paragenetic
sequence, based only on a few available specimens appears to
be galena, possibly shortly after sphalerite though not
observed by the author, followed by pyrite and chalcopyrite.
Barite was later deposited and partly replaced earlier
formed minerals.

Limonite represents an oxidation product

of the pyrite and possibly chalcopyrite.
This generalized paragenetic sequence shows a close
relationship to the paragenesis of other barite deposits
of the Central Mineral District of Missouri (Mather, 1947).
In addition to the mineralogical study, a soil sample
was analyzed, using x-ray fluorescence equipment for the
determination of the contents of iron, barium, titanium,
chromium, bismuth, tungsten, thorium and calcium as major
elements.

The relative order of abundance is as listed.

The economic barite occurrences in the area can be
grouped into two main types:

residual and bedded deposits.

The residual deposits cover about five acres of the
property (see Plate 1).

The largest exposed area is along

a stream valley in the central part of the study area.

It

starts about 400 feet south of the silo and extends up
stream as far as 100 feet north of drill hole 30 for a
valley length of 1,200 feet and 200 feet wide. The overall
grade of this mineralized area is up to 10% barite content.
The thickness of residual material ranges from 4 to 20
feet.

A tentative estimation of the residual barite
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ore suggests over 30,000 tons of indicated ore in this
zone.

If the average thickness of the barite-bearing zone

is eight feet, there is a distinct possibility, because the
thickness range is 4 to 20 feet, that 72,000 tons of ore is
present.
Bedded barite deposits occur in the two principal areas
(1) in the drill hole area (Figures 3, 14, and 15) and (2)
in the adits (Figures 12 and 16).

The barite occurrences

in the drill hole area are recorded in the drill hole log
data (Appendix B).

The interpretation of the zone is an

elongate body some 320 feet (98 m) long, about 40 feet
(12 m) wide and averaging about 30 feet (9 m) in thickness.
The average weighted grade by volume calculated for this
body is 19 percent (Appendix B).

Over 30,000 metric tons

of measured barite ore occurs in this area.

Indicated

and possible ore tonnages in this mineralized zone are not
known, but could equal or exceed the measured class, since
30 percent of the bounding drill holes remained in
mineralized ground.
The third barite occurrence is

within the two adits

located about 950 feet (285 m) southwest of the silo
(Plate 1).

These adits show replacement type barite

deposit in limestone.

The exposed thickness is about 18

inches and the lateral extent is up to 800 square feet for
the replacement barite deposit.

An estimate of at least

150 tons of pure barite exists in this area.
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While the above estimates mainly fall in the measured
and indicated classes of barite reserves, possible tonnages
could extend these several thousand tons.
E.

CLASSIFICATION OF DEPOSITS
The original source of the barium of this deposit is

not easily determined.

Barium, lead and zinc deposits of

the Central Mineral District of Missouri are included in
the Mississippi Valley Type Deposits.

Source or sources

of the minerals or metals of these deposits have not been
firmly established, and still are the subject of lively
debate.
One school of thought advances the theory that barite
and other minerals forming veins and cavity-filling
deposits are precipitated from low-temperature hydrothermal solutions and are part of the epithermal classifi
cation (Mather, 1947).
A second school of thought lists evidence to suggest
that some barite and associated minerals were deposited
by circulating connate and ground waters (Brobst, 1975).
A third group believes that connate brines are good
concentrators and transporters of barium (Brobst, 1975).
Barium-rich chloride waters interfacing with brackish
waters could mix and yield barite deposits.
A well established origin is known for the residual
deposits.

These are the result of deep-weathering and

the accumulation and concentration of barite or'ginally
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formed as veins, cavity-filling bodies and replacements
of limestone in the area.
The scope of this study was not intended as an
intensive study of genesis or source of the barite in
the R. Widel property area as much as documentation of
types of barite occurrences, spatial distribution, geo
chemical character, and potential for barite ore.

Future

exploration and development of the ore deposit should
yield more information and permit a much better understand
ing of the true character of the barite deposit beyond the
geometric-stratigraphic barite deposits already described.
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Polished Section I
Galena (gn) replacing limestone (Is).
Limestone (Is) and g a l e n a (gn) being
Replaced

by ba ri te .

4 0 X

Se qu en ce :
is.
barite

Polished Section 2
B a r i t e r e p la c in g e u h e d r a l
galena (gr$.

4 OX

Sequence:

barite

Polished Section 3
Pyrite (py) inclusion in limestone
(Is). Barite r e p la c in g limestone and
pyrite (py).

40X

Se q u e nee:

is_
py
barite

Figure 17.

Mineral characteristics and Paragenetic
Sequence in Polished Sections 1, 2, and 3.
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Polished Section 4
Gdiena (gn) and I i m e s t o n e ( I s )
p ar t ly r e p l a c e d by b a r i t e .
40X
Sequence*

JjL
21

gn
bo r i te

Polished

Section 5
Barite
and

replacing

g a l e n a (gn)

l i m e s t o n e (I s) .

40X

Sequence*
]_s
gn
barite

Polished Section 6
Ba ri te v e i n i n g

limestone

(Is).

Pyrite (py) inclusion in barite.
Sequence^

\JL

py
ba ri te

Figure 18.

Mineral characteristics and Paragenetic
Sequence in Polished Sections 4, 5 and 6.

400X
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Polished Section 7
Borite invading limestone ( I s ) . Galena
(gn) partly replaced by barite.Limonite
(lim) filling covities in barite and
limestone (Is).
40X
Sequence •

JLl

SUL
barite

Polished Section 8

Inclusion of chalcopyrite (cp) in
li m e st o n e ( I s ).

40 X

Polished Section 9
Chalcopyrite (cp) grains included
within limestone (ls$.

400X

Figure 19.

Mineral Characteristics and Paragenetic
Sequence in Polished Sections 7, 8 and 9.
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VII.

CONCLUSIONS

Detailed geologic investigations were carried out on
the Raymond Widel barite property, Blackwater, Cooper
County, Missouri.

The area covers about one square mile

and contains important amounts of barite with minor galena.
Major contributions of the study are:

(1) a geologic

map of the prospected area at a scale of l,,= 2 0 0 ,, (2 ) a
geochemical survey and map of the soil and residuum for
the study area, (3) a supplementary laboratory study
effected to analyze geochemically the soil samples by
atomic absorption and x-ray fluorescence, and finally
(4) identification of the minerals present in polished
sections and their paragenetic sequence.
The geologic map shows the distribution of soil,
alluvium, bedrock outcrops, barite occurrences and
location of old mine workings and of recent drill holes.
-

:

f

.

Sedimentary rocks of Mississippian age crop out in
the R. Widel property.

These are of the Burlington-Keokuk

and Warsaw Formations and reach about 200 feet in thick
ness as recorded in drill hole logs.
A geochemical survey was conducted over the entire
area of study.

Soil samples were collected and later

analyzed for copper, lead, zinc and barium content.
Copper, lead, zinc patterns show a marked anomalous
tendency in about one half of the southern part of the
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property.

High barium content is related to barite frag

ments visible in the soils and plotted on the surface
geologic map.
At least three different types of barite bodies occur
in the deposit:

(1 ) residual deposit as ball and frag

mental barite masses and as partly layered masses, both
associated with clay and chert, (2 ) bedded to irregular
replacement masses in the Burlington-Keokuk Limestone,
and (3) cavity or open-space filling.
Barite in the deposit is associated with galena,
sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, limonite, calcite and
chert.

These minerals are described from polished

section study of the ore minerals.

The mineral sequence

as determined from these shows the host limestone as
earliest.

Galena is the first introduced mineral, and

in some cases pyrite.
pyrite.

Barite follows galena and/or

Chalcopyrite was identified only as small,

separate inclusions in limestone, but no direct age
relationship could be established with pyrite, galena or
barite.
sections.

No sphalerite was recognized in the polished
It is, however, reported in logs of drill

holes from the property.

Limonite, a possible oxidation

product of pyrite and/or chalcopyrite, occurs as a late
mineral filling in barite and the limestone host rock.
A tentative estimation of the economic barite ore
suggests:

(1) over 30,000 indicated tons in the residuum
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with up to ten percent barite grade for a three-foot
average thickness.

With a more reasonable eight-foot

thickness (based on a range of 4 to 20 feet) the tonnage
estimate is 72,000 tons, and (2) over 30,000 measured tons
of 19 percent ore occur in bedded deposits.

Indicated and

possible barite ore tonnage classes could equal or exceed
these amounts.
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APPENDIX A

DRILLERS WATER WELL RECORD
BLACKWATER AREA,’"COOPER COUNTY, MISSOURI
Logs by geologists of the Missouri Geological Survey and
Water Resources

Depth ft)
From-To

Kind of Rock

Stratigraphy

Remarks

Log No.2693, by Farrar, Jan.1933, Sec.12, T49N, R19W.
0- 30
30-100
100-138
138-160
160-190

Limestone,chert
Dolomitic limestone,chert
Greenish sands tone,shale
Limestone,chert,shale

Soil,residuum
Burlington Fm
Burlington Fm Heavy FeS2
Sedalia Fm
Heavy FeS2
Heavy FeS2
Chouteau '

Log No.6404, by Grohskopf, Aug.1940, Sec.27, T49N, R19W.
0- 50
50-160
160-190
190-212

Limestone
Dolomite, limestone
Dolomitic limestone

Soil,residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

Log No.8182, by Grohskopf, Apr.1943, Sec.20, T49N, R18W.
0-105
105-180
180-190
190-240
240-255
255-280
280-335
335-378

Limestone,white chert
Dolomitic limestone,chert
Limestone,dark chert
Dolomite,sandstone
Dolomite
Dolomite,limestone
Dolomite,sandstone,chert

Soil,residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Sedalia Fm
Chouteau
Chouteau
Devonian

Log No.12677, by L.C. Martin, Dec.1953, Sec.22, T49N, R19W.
0- 35
35- 70
70-105
105-252

Loess
Limestone, red-gray chert Spergen
Limonite
Limestone,gray chert
Warsaw Fm
Fossil.chert
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Limestone,white chert
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APPENDIX A -'continued

Depth(ft)
From-To

Kind of Rock

Stratigraphy

Remarks

Log No.13139, by L.C. Martin, May 1954, Sec.27, T49N, R19W.,
0- 30
30- 75
75-215
215-230
230-260
260-280
280-320

Soil,residuum
Soil
Limestone,red-gray chert Warsaw Fm
Limesto e,white-gray chert Burl.-Keok.Fm
Sedalia Fm
Dolomitic limestone
Chouteau
Limestone,shale,chert
Devonian
Limestone,dolomite
Sandstone,dolomite,chert St.Peter

Log No.18344, by J. Wells, Aug.1959, Sec.30, T49N, R18W.
0 - 10
10-150
150-170
170-240
240-280
280-319

Clay
Limestone,chert
Dolomite,dolomitic limest
Limestone,dolomite,chert
Limestone,dolomite
Dolomite,chert

Soil,residuum
Burl. Fm
Sedalia Fm
Chouteau
Devonian
Cotter
F e S

LEGEND FOR APPENDIX A
Burl. = Burlington
Keok. = Keokuk
Fossil. = Fossiliferous

3
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APPENDIX B
DRILLERS WELL RECORD
WIDEL PROPERTY, BLACKWATER, COOPER COUNTY, MISSOURI

Depth(ft)
%BaS0 4
From-To
Kind of Rock by
Vol

Stratigraphy

Remarks

HOLE 1 (NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)*.
0- 5
5-15
15-20
20-25
25-28

Top soil,cl.
Cl,sa,gv,fl.
Ls.
Ls,fl,cl.
Ls.

_
-

2-3
15
5

Soil
Residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm BaS04 in solid ls.
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm 7.9% BaSOi*-13 'th.

HOLE 2 (NE% Sec.26, T49N, R19W)
0-10
10-20

29-25

Top dirt
Cl,gv,ch.
Cl,gv,ch.

—

-

1

Soil
Residuum
Residuum

Burl-Keok.resid
BaS(\@21 *in red cl

HOLE 3 (NE% Sec.26, T49N, R19W)
0-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-28

HOLE 4 (NW^ Sec. 26
0- 5
5-10
10

20

20-30
30-32
32-36

—
trace
7-8
7-8
trace

Soil,cl.
Cl,gv,ch.
Cl,gv,ch.
Gv,ch,ls.
Mostly ch.

T49N, R19W)

Top soil,cl.
Gv,soapstone
Ls,gv,ch,cl.
Ch,ls,gv.
Gv,ls.
-

* See Plate 1,

Soil
Residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm BaSC>4@17 *and 20'
Burl.-Keok.Fm BaS0 4 @ 2 2 1in red cl
Burl.-Keok.Fm 7.5% BaSO^-lO'th

—
-

—

Soil
Re iduum
Warsaw Fm
Py+little BaSOij
Warsaw Fm
Py+some BaSOt*
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Open area.
—

body of report for specific location
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APPENDIX B - continued

Depth(ft) Kind of Rock %BaSOit
by Vol Stratigraphy
From-To

Remarks

HOLE 5 (NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
Gv,cl,ch,Is.
Cl,ls,ch.
Ls.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch .

0-10

10-15
15-20
20-3Q
30-40

HOLE
0- 8

8-15
15-20
20-25
25-27
27-30
30-35
35-45
45-50
50-55

6

—
—

Residuum
Warsaw Fm.?
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

Contains FeS2
Contains FeS2
Solid ls
Contains FeS2
•

(NW?4 Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
Top soil
Cl,gv,ls.
Ls,ch,cl.
Cl,ch,gv,ls.
Cl,ch,ls.
Cl,ch,ls.
Cl,ch,ls.
Cl,ch,ls,gv.
Ch,cl,ls.
Ls,ch.

_
1

trace
9
25
4-5
4-5
trace
trace
2.5

Soil
Residuum ,
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

BaSO^from 9'-13'
Limonite
Good BaSOt*
Galena@33'
FeS2,Fe oxides
ZnS 1% by wt.
ZnS 3.5% by wt.

HOLE 7 (NW^ Sec. 5, T49N, R19W)
0- 8
8-12

12-15
15-25
25-30
30-35
35-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-80

Top soil
Ch,green cl.
Cl,ls.
Ls,cl,ch.
Cl,ch,ls,gv.
Cl,ch,ls.
Ls,ch,cl.
Cl,ch,ls.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.

trace
trace
1

2-3
8

trace
45
23
trace
14
trace

Soil
Residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

Weathered Warsaw
FeS2,Fe oxides
Contains galena
Contains galena
ZnS
ZnS, FeS2
PbS,ZnS,FeS2
PbS,ZnS,FeS2
Galena
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APPENDIX B - continued

Depth(ft) Kind of Rock %BaSOi* Stratigraphy
From-To
by Vol
HOLE

8

0- 5
5-10
1 0 -1 2 ?i
12^-15
15-20
20-25
25-28
28-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65

Remarks

(NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
Top soil
Soil,cl
Brown cl
Green cl
Cl,ch.
Ch,cl.
Green cl,ch.
Green cl,ch, ls
Cl,ch,ls.
Ls,cl,ch.
Ls,cl,ch.
Ls,ch.
Ch,ls.
Ch,ls.
Ch,ls.

trace
15
60
27
20
22

80
38
20

2-3
2

7-8
2-3
10
10

Soil
Resid urn
Residuum
Residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok-Fm
Burl.-Keok-Fm

Fe oxides
Fe oxides
Galena
Galena
Fe oxides
Fe oxides
Fe oxides
ZnS
ZnS,PbS
Av. 18%BaSOtt
-60,th.

HOLE 9 (NW%' Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0-10

10-15
15-21

Top soil,cl,gv
Cl,ch,ls.
Cl,ch,ls

—

-

Soil
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm Open area @ 21’

HOLE 10 (NW3* Sec. 25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-10
10-20

Top soil,cl. trace
Cl,gv,ch.
trace
—
Cl,ch,ls.

Soil
Residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm

HOLE 11 (NW^ Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-47

Top soil,cl.
Cl,soil,gv.
Cl, ch,green, cl
Cl,ch,ls.
Cl,ch,ls.
Ch,ls,cl.
Cl,Is,
Ls,ch,cl.
Ls,gv,ch.
Ls.

8-9
12

6-7
5
35
27
40
20
11

Soil
Residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

Fe oxides
Galena
Galena
Galena
Galena
Galena
Av. 19%BaS014-4 2 ’th
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APPENDIX B - continued

Dep h(ft) Kind of Rock %BaSOit Stratigraphy
by Vol
From-To

Remarks

HOLE 12 (NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-10
10-19

Top soil.cl.
Cl,ch.
Cl,ch,ls

Soil
Residuum
trace Warsaw Fm.

FeS2,open area@19'

HOLE 13 (NW'4 Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-10
10-15

trace Soil
Top soil
Green cl,gv,ch trace Residuum
trace Warsaw Fm.
Cl,ch,ls.

i

HOLE 14 (NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0-10
10-20

20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-55

Tbp soil,cl,gv
Green cl,ls,ch
Cl,ls.
Cl,ls,ch.
Ls,cl,gv.
Gv,ls,ch.
Ls,ch,cl.
Ls,ch.

Residuum
Warsaw Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
1
12-15 Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
40
Burl.-Keok.Fm
5

trace
trace
35
5

Pyrite,marcasite
Galena
Galena
Brown gv.
Brown gv.
Galena
Av.l5%BaSOit-35,th. •

,HOLE 15 (NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-10
10-20

20-30

Top soil,cl.
Cl,gv.
Cl,ls.ch.
Ls,ch.

—

—

Soil
Residuum
Warsaw Fm.
Warsaw Fm.

Fe oxides
FeS2,Fe oxides
FeS2

HOLE 16 (NW^ Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-10
10-22

22-30
30-40
40-45

Top soil,cl.
Cl,soil,gv,ls.
Cl,ls.
Ls,ch,cl.
Ls,ch,cl.
Ls,ch.

_
-

-

—

Soil
Residuum
Green & blue clay
Warsaw Fm.
Burl.-Keok.Fm Galena
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm Galena
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APPENDIX B - continued

Depth(ft)
% aSOif Stratigraphy
From-To Kind of Rock by Vol

Remarks

HOLE 17 (NW^f Sec. 25, T49N, R 9W)
0- 5
5-10
10-20

20-24
24-25
25-27
27-30
30-33*1
332-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55

Top soil
Gv,green cl.
Ls,cl,ch.
Ls,cl.
Cl,ls.
Ls.
Ls.
Ls,cl.
Ls.
Ls,cl.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.

1
1
66

6-7
90
2

45
15
33
90
6

Soil
Residuum
Warsaw Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

FeS2

Good BaSOi*
Good BaSOi*
Galena
Galena 20%, ZnS(tr)
Good galena

HOLE 18 (SW% Sec.24, T49N, R19W)
0- 3
3-10
10-23
23-30
30-40

Top soil
Cl,gv,ch,ls.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.

_

-

-

Soil
Warsaw residuum
Residuum
arsaw Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

HOLE 19 (SW^ Sec.24, T49N, R19W)
0-10
10-20

20-30
30-35
35-43

Tbp soil, cl,gv
Cl,ch,ls.
Shale,ls.
Ls,ch,shale
Ls,ch.

_

Soil
Warsaw resid.,lim.
Residuum
Warsaw Fm.
trace Burl.-Keok.Fm Coal @ 34'
—
Burl.-Keok.Fm
-

HOLE 20 (SW'4 Sec.24, T49N, R19W)
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Depth(ft) Kind of Rock %BaSOif Stratigraphy
by Vol
From-To

Remarks

HOLE 21 (SW% Sec.24, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-15
10-20

20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40

Top soil
Cl,gv,ch.
Ch,cl,l .
Cl,ch,ls.
Cl,ch.ls.
Ch,Is .
Cl,ch,ls.

—

9
6-7
3-4
2-3
5-7

Soil
Residuum
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm
Burl.-Keok.Fm

Galena
Galena
Galena
Galena
Galena
i

HOLE 22 (SW% Sec.24, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-15
15-20
20-28
HOLE 23
0- 5
5-10
10-15
15-20

Top soil
Cl,ch,gv
Cl,ch,ls.
Ch,cl,ls.
( S V l>

Soil
Residuum
3-4 Burl.-Keok.Fm Galena
trace Burl.-Keok.Fm Galena
—

Sec.24, T49N, R19W)

Top soil
Cl,ch,ls.
Ls,ch,cl.
Ls,ch.

—

-

—

Soil
Weathered ls.
Residuum
Warsaw Fm.?
Burl.-Keok.Fm

0
1
•u

HOLE 24 (SW% Sec.24, T49N, R19W)
4-10

Top soil,cl.
Cl,gv,Is.

_

—

Soil
Warsaw Fm.?

HOLE 25 (SW^ Sec.24, T49Nf R19W)
0- 5
5-10
10-20

20-30

Top soil,cl.
Cl,gv.
Cl,gv,ch.
Ch,cl,ls.

-

—

Soil
ZnS
Residuum
Residuum
Burl.Keok.resid.
Burl.-Keok.Fm
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Depth(ft)
%BaS0j+
Kind of Rock by Vol Stratigraphy
From-To

Remarks

1

HOLE 26 (NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-15
±5-25
25-30
30-35
35-44
44-45
45-50

Top soil,cl.
Green cl/gv,ls
Green cl,ls,ch
Ch,ls.
Ch,ls,cl.
Ls •
Cl,ch,ls.
Cl,ch,ls.

_

-

Soil
Warsaw Fm.

-

FeS2
Burl.-Keok.Fm Galena
Galena
trace
Galena
trace
Galena 5% by wt.
38-40
Galena 5% by wt.
12
1-2

HOLE 27 (NW% Sec.25, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-15
15-25
25-35

Top soil,cl
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.

—

-

Soil
Warsaw Fm.

-

—

Burl.-Keok.Fm

HOLE 28 (SW% Sec.24, T49N. R19W)
0- 5
5-15
1 5 - 1 7 J2
17%-20
20-22
22-23
23-24
24-25
25-27^*
27%-30
30-35
35-40
40-42%
42%-44

Top soil
Cl,gv,ch.
Cl,ch.
Cl,ch,ls.
Ch,ls.
Cl,ch.
Cl,ch.
Ch.
Ch,ls,cl.
Cl,ch,ls.
Ls,ch.
Ls,ch.
Ls
Ls

HOLE 29 (SW%
0-10
10-15
15-20
20-30

_
-

Soil
Residuum

1-2
trace
75
95
42
6
70 Burl.-Keok.Fm
12
6
2-3
48
8

Sec.24, T49N, R19W)

Top soil,cl.
Cl,gv,ch.
Cl,ch,ls.
Ls,ch.

—
trace
trace
trace

Soil
Residuum
Warsaw Fm.?
Burl.-Keok.Fm

Burl.-Keok.resid
Burl -Keok.resid
Burl.-Keok.resid
Some galena
Burl.-Keok.resid
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Depth(ft) Kind of Rock %BaSOl+ Stratigraphy
From-To
by Vol

Remarks

HOLE 30 (SW-4 Sec. 24, T49N, R19W
Top soil,cl
Cl,gv,ch,ls.

0- 5
5-30

Soil
trace Residuum
_

Burl.-Keok.resid

HOLE 31 (SW% Sec.24, T49N, R19W)
0- 5
5-15
15-25
25-28

Top soil,cl.
Cl,gv,ch.
Cl,ch,gv,ls.
Ch,ls.

-

Soil
Residuum

-

Burl.-Keok.resid
Burl.-Keok.resid

LEGEND FOR APPENDIX B

Keok. s= Keokuk

FI = Flint

Resid.= Residuum

Gv = Gravel

Lim.

= Limonite

Ls = Limestone

ir

Cl = Clay

o
•

Burl. - Burlington

Sa = Sand

Chert

Plate 1

Geologic Map of Raymond Widel Area, Blackwater
Cooper County, Missouri.

PLEASE RETURN PLATE TO THE POCKET.

COPIES OF THIS PLATE

ARE AVAILABLE AT A NOMINAL CHARGE IN THE DEPARTMENTAL
OFFICE

